ABOUT HOME CARE

OUR INNOVATIVE, SCIENCE-BASED PRODUCTS PROMOTE HEALTHY HOMES WITH DURABLE DEVICES THAT CLEAN THE WATER YOU DRINK AND THE AIR YOU BREATHE; PREMIUM COOKWARE PRODUCTS; AND CLEANING AND LAUNDRY PRODUCTS THAT ARE SAFE FOR YOUR FAMILY AND THE PLANET.

When Amway started in 1959, we only sold one product, a biodegradable, all-purpose surface cleaning product. It featured a revolutionary (at the time) concentrated formula, which meant less water, less energy and less waste.

For 60 years, we’ve remained dedicated to creating environmentally friendly home products that are safe for your family. And, most of our home care products are made with key ingredients derived from natural sources like coconuts, citrus fruits and earth minerals.

CLEAN AIR

Our next-gen air treatment system, Atmosphere Sky combines particle sensor technology with a three-stage filtration system for cleaner air. It’s so powerful that it can remove 99.99 percent of airborne allergens and contaminants down to 0.0024 microns.

The newly released Atmosphere Drive is Amway’s first portable air treatment system for cars with the same air treatment technology as Atmosphere Sky; it’s just packaged in a smaller size and can remove air particles as small as .015 microns.
CLEAN WATER

Our eSpring water purifier removes more than 140 potential health-effect contaminants that may be present in drinking water and uses UV light to treat water additionally without the use of chemicals.

COOKWARE

Our iCook/Amway Queen cookware features multi-ply construction with a carbon-steel/aluminum core for even heat distribution and inner and outer layers of 18/10 surgical-grade stainless steel. Plus, our pots and pans feature low-moisture cooking, which locks in 30 percent more nutrients without added fats or unnecessary water.

SURFACE CLEANERS & LAUNDRY

From phosphate-free laundry detergent to environmentally sensitive cleaning products, Amway home products are safe for the whole family.